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If you have fine hair but want it thicker, or short hair and would love it to be longer,
revolutionary new hair extensions could be the answer. We discover the technique that has been
transforming the locks of beauties Sarah Harding, Caroline Flack and Yasmin Le Bon…

Longer… for longer

To preserve your extensions and keep them looking natural you need the right
shampoo, conditioner and styling tools. Here are Louise’s top picks

From Kim Kardashian to

Cheryl Cole and Sarah Harding,
some A-listers go to great lengths to
get perfect red-carpet hair. And
their secret? Extensions. Gone are
the knotted and twisted roots and
obviously fake, over-long styles that
have given them a bad name in the
past; new extension technology
means you can now totally
transform your hair in an hour,
with no damage whatsoever.

Great lengths

So how can you spot a good
hair extension? The truth is,
like a good cosmetic surgery
procedure, you can’t.
“Unless a celebrity goes
from short to long
overnight, you should
never be able to see a good
set of quality extensions,”
explains Louise Bailey,
founder of Extension
Professional. Louise looks
after the hair of Xtra Factor host
Caroline Flack, Vanessa from The
Saturdays and Starry Eyed singer
Ellie Goulding, and when Yasmin
Le Bon wanted to extend her
overgrown undercut for a recent
photoshoot it was Louise she called.
“There are lots of ways to attach
extensions, but most either damage
your hair in the long term or look
overly fake. I wanted to develop a
system that didn’t use heat, or glue
or twisted knots.” Her solution was a
cold-fusion keratin sleeve that wraps
around the hair to form a flat bond
that won’t break it, so you can add
length and volume quickly and
easily without damage.

1. Regincós Round Bristle Brush, £19,
“will style without pulling or tangling.”
From Four London
2. Tangle Teezer Starlet, £14.99,
“essential to care for quality extensions,
as the bristles glide over the bond
and then detangle the hair.”
From Selfridges, John Lewis and
professional hair salons.
3. Sebastian Professional Flaunt Halo
Mist, £18.50, “is a weightless shine
spray that adds polish to extensions”
4. La Biosthétique Cheveux Longs
Instant Detangler Fluid for long hair,
£30 for ten ampoules
5. Extension Professional Thermo
Repair Mask, £13.95
6. Extension Professional Protective
Shampoo, £12.95

The technology uses ultrasound to
attach the extensions with a colourcoded “C”-shaped keratin sleeve
that matches your hair colour and
goes in fast, closing around the root
of your natural hair. And, best of all,
when it’s time to say goodbye to
your extensions this sleeve can be
broken down and removed without
the need for harsh chemicals. The
end result is perfect for adding
volume and length, and for
experimenting with highlights or
lowlights without the commitment
of permanent colour. “I can totally
transform a head of hair in an
hour,” says Louise. “So it’s not
surprising that the celebrity
demand for this system is growing,
for red carpet looks, adverts,
TV programmes and parties.”
• The Extension Professional range is
exclusive to the Four London salon
(available nationwide from 2013),
visit fourlondon.com. Prices range from
£300 to £1,200, depending on the
length and amount of hair used.
Visit extensionprofessional.co.uk
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Longer, stronger
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